March 2020

Software Upgrade

A

s part of our commitment to provide cutting edge technology
to our customers with the best possible service, we are
pleased to announce the launch of our new software and workflow
platform, SingleOps. Greatly expanding the capabilities of our old
software, SingleOps will improve the level of service we offer our
clients by streamlining operations and enhancing internal
communication across departments. It’s a paperless, cloud-based
platform that provides real-time appointment, site and job
information including maps and photos available to our team
members and customers.
One of the most exciting features is the Customer
Portal which enables clients to view/approve
proposals and estimates in detail, review/pay invoices,
or request new service via computer or mobile device.
Another great feature of the software we plan on
using is automated email and text communications
with customers regarding scheduled work.
Implementation of SingleOps entailed careful
planning and execution that began in late 2018. Any
issues with the customer portal or automated
communications reported to us will be promptly
resolved. We know that you will appreciate this upgrade!
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What’s new for customers?
● View/approve estimates & proposals on-site with your Sales Rep
● Receive estimates & proposals promptly via email or text
(Add @mail.singleops.com to your safe sender list to help us
avoid your spam folder)
● Automated email and text notifications for scheduled work
● Online Customer Portal
► View/approve estimates & proposals in detail including
specifications, site maps, and photos
► Review/Pay invoices
► Request new service
Click the Your Account tab at SunValleyTree.com to enroll!

What’s new for us?
● Less Paper!
● Mobile access and GPS tracking for employees in the field
● Real-time job information including specs, site maps and photos
● Improved scheduling, route optimization and job management
● Tree inventory capabilities
● Integration with billing systems

Serving Sun Valley and Beyond Since 1997

Plant Health Care Programs = Integrated Pest Management
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here are countless insects and diseases in the environment
All control methods are considered when developing a plan to deal
and in our landscapes. Most are beneficial or benign, but
with a known pest. The methods used are chosen based on the
when they become problematic they are labeled as pests. We have severity of the problem and characteristics of the landscape.
manipulated our landscapes, especially through supplemental
Control products are selected to minimize the impact on nonirrigation, to allow us to grow plants that wouldn’t normally
target organisms and the environment.
survive in our location. That’s significant because we all like more Often it is assumed that insects and diseases cause plant problems,
options of plants, but it leaves our landscapes
but in fact we often see it may be the result of premore susceptible to non-native pest problems.
existing stresses such as crowding, over/underMany pests attracted to our landscapes don’t
watering, compacted soils, incorrect soil pH and/or
have natural predators to keep their
n nutrient deficiencies. Choosing plants well suited
tio
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v
populations under control. If not addressed,
for the site will greatly reduce the amount of pest
Identi
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they could inflict serious damage or plant
problems and overall result in longer living,
T
mortality. Thankfully we have many tools in
healthier plants.
hr
es
our toolbox using integrated pest management
Our Plant Health Care Programs use IPM as the
ho
l
d driving force for how we manage properties.
(IPM) to help combat pest problems.

APPROACH CATEGORIES FOR MANAGING PESTS
No Control - monitoring and thresholds determine management is not needed
Biological - the use of natural enemies (predators, parasites, pathogens, & competitors)
Cultural - practices that reduce pest establishment, reproduction, dispersal, & survival (pruning, increasing soil health, adjusting irrigation)
Mechanical - practices which kill the pest directly or make the environment unsuitable for it (erecting barriers, trapping, hand-picking, tillage)
Chemical - the use of pesticides* to kill or deter pest establishment (synthetic or organic products, foliar & systemic applications)
* We recommend treatments that are the least toxic, lowest exposure options available. These innovative, super-systemic
products offer a variety of novel methods such as bark and root flare infusion. Our goal is to eliminate
overhead spraying when and wherever possible.

IPM is an ecosystem-based approach that focuses on long term
pest management. Our practices and products are used to remove
only the target pest while minimizing the risk to humans, pets,
beneficial insects, and the environment. With a focus on
developing and maintaining healthy plants, actions are taken to
prevent pests from becoming a problem, but not necessarily
eradicating the pest.
IPM employs four primary types of control: biological, cultural,
mechanical (physical), and chemical. Biological control uses
natural enemies (living organisms) to control pests. Cultural
control involves modifying the environment of the plant to reduce
the establishment and survival of a pest, while mechanical control
uses physical methods that directly block or kill a pest. Lastly,
chemical control uses pesticides to control pests.
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Programs involve regular property inspections by an ISA Certified
Arborist. These regular check-ups help us maintain your property’s
appearance, health and safety by using preventative and costeffective methods. Our experienced team members have the
training to detect and diagnose issues before they become a serious
health or safety hazard.
Historically, our valley has seen cycles of spruce weevils, soft and
armored scales, bark beetles, and fungal diseases. Through IPM
control methods and natural processes, these problems have been
managed to an acceptable level. While encouraging, we know that
it is only a matter of time before the next major pest arrives on our
doorstep. Will it be Emerald Ash Borer, Asian Long-horned Beetle,
Gypsy Moth, or Spotted Lantern Fly? Whatever comes next, feel
confident that ArborCare Resources, Inc. is ready to protect your
growing investment.

A

spen trees can be found all over the world including North
America, Europe, Asia, and Africa. Quaking Aspen (Populus
tremuloides), the most common variety in North America, grow
from Georgia to California and Mexico to Canada. This species
performs best in Rocky Mountain locations above 5,000 feet in
elevation. The beautiful green, heart-shaped leaves quake in the
wind, giving the tree its name. Vibrant fall colors combined with its
creamy white bark make it a unique addition to any landscape.
Aspen are a grove species that reproduce mainly by sending up
sprouts from their root system. Consequently a single planted tree
can quickly become an expanding stand of trees; and eventually,
separate aspen root systems will graft together creating one large
organism. As irrigation coverage increases and the free space
between properties decreases, the potential exists for all aspen in
our valley to become interconnected. This interconnected root
system makes the species more tolerant to fire and other stresses.
When stems decline and/or die, ensuing sprouts become new
stems continuing the cycle. Great examples of this exist here locally
along the Greenhorn and Adams Gulch trail systems.
Aspen are common and popular in landscapes because they are
inexpensive and fast growing. In ideal native growing conditions,
aspen can live 80-120 years; but in landscapes, decline and other

health issues begin at 25-30 years old. Very few aspen stems in
landscapes live to the age of trees growing in healthy native
environments. They are susceptible to leaf, stem and bark diseases
as well as attacks from insects such as aphids, borers, scales and
spider mites. Aspen are also prone to structural and stability issues
such as weak stem unions, trunk and root rot. The presence of
these problems are the biggest cause of aspen tree failures we deal
with locally. Trees can quickly ruin the walkability of home lawns
due to constant sprouting and the hard “knuckles” that form at the
surface when sprouts are mowed repeatedly.
Aspen are a fascinating species that have their place in nature and
in landscapes alike. We consistently hear two distinct viewpoints
from clients: either they love them or they wish they had never
planted them. Property owners should be aware of the pros and
cons and be judicious in choosing the right tree for the right place.
Plan ahead 10-20 years in the future and consider the genetic
characteristics of different species and choose the best fit for your
desires and location. Proper management of aspen stands in
landscapes includes thinning and removal of older declining stems,
design alterations, changes in mowing practices and insect and
disease treatments. Check out our newsletter archive at
SunValleyTree.com for more about aspen and other valuable info.
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ur turf programs are rooted in improving soil health while creating a safe play environment for our families and pets. We believe
most turf problems can be solved with constant oversight of irrigation/mowing and regular intervals of aeration, organic
compost, and fertilizer. Supplemental to our organic program, we offer add-ons such as spot weed control and insect & disease
management services. Our applications are designed to use the least amount of product with the least environmental impact. This kind
of management approach requires a higher tolerance for weeds with the understanding that no lawn can be 100% weed free
without herbicides or significant manual labor costs.
Organic Program Features:
►Lawn Aeration in Spring & Fall
►Organic Compost Top-dress application in Spring and/or Fall
►Organic granular fertilizer applications in May, June, July, & August
►Organic Nonselective weed control for tree rings,
walking paths & driveways
Add-ons:
►Spot weed control in turf/native areas
►Insect and Disease control
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Looking to attract bees, butterflies and other pollinators to your yard?
You can increase the number of pollinators in your yard by including
plants that provide habitat for their survival. Suggested plants include
small trees, shrubs and perennials that are native and non-native, but
also hardy for our location. It’s important to choose a variety of plants
that will provide season long bloom and attraction. At minimum,
pollinator gardens should include at least 10 different species.
Spring Bloom
Trees/Shrubs - Apple, Bitterbrush, Choke Cherry, Crabapple, Currant, Dogwood, Forsythia,
Hawthorn, Lilac, Linden, Maple, Serviceberry, Snowberry, Willow
Perennials - Coreopsis, Flax, Geranium, Lupine, Oregon grape, Penstemon, Yarrow
Summer Bloom
Trees/Shrubs - Birch, Japanese Tree Lilac, Elderberry, Honeysuckle
Perennials – Blanket Flower, Cat Nip, Echinacea, Hyssop, Mint,
Lavender, Monarda, Rasberries, Russian Sage
Late Summer/Fall Bloom
Trees/Shrubs - Rabbitbrush
Perennials - Asters, Daisies, Goldenrod
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